March 16, 2021

***** REVISED NOTICE REGARDING *****

AMC NATIONAL REGISTRY

The Mississippi Real Estate Appraiser Licensing and Certification Board (“Board”) has revised its program for reporting of AMC appraiser panel information necessary for implementation of the AMC National Registry.

Effective Immediately:  **PLEASE DO NOT SUBMIT ANY REPORT or AMC REGISTRY FEE UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE**

The Board has revised its AMC National Registry program to coordinate the annual reporting of AMC National Registry panel information and registry fee with the renewal of the AMC annual registration.

Accordingly, each AMC registered in Mississippi will receive information and instructions for AMC National Registry reporting and fee submission as part of the AMC’s annual renewal forms. Instructions will be provided for the AMC National Registry panel calculation so that the AMC’s entry on the national registry for Mississippi will be concurrent with the dates of the Mississippi registration.

**IMPORTANT**

- Please expect to receive Renewal forms and AMC National Registry forms/instructions approximately sixty (60) days prior to the expiration date for the AMC registration.

- If the AMC has already submitted the AMC National Registry report and fee, same will be returned and/or refunded along with further instructions.

We regret any inconvenience as we complete the revision to the Board’s AMC National Registry program. Should you have any questions, please contact Danielle Morales at (601) 321-6997.